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Abstract 
This paper describes the ESHELL command interpreter which is to be 
. 
used as an overlying replacement for the MS-DOS command interpreter 
-
CO~ND.COM. Written in Turbo Pascal, this program provides the user 
( 
community with several useful features such as advanced command line editing, 
function key definition, an advanced shell programming language, and variable 
expansion. The program also shows that Pascal can be used as a systems im-
plementation .language and points out _.the various difficulties in such an ap-
proach. 
) 
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"'-- Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
The basic concepts. for ESHELL1 are t:·he: :C·rilrriipation. of several years 
=worth of computer usage. Each computer sy~ter11 seems to have ~trong. ari'd· 
'Weak points which must ·be· dealt with in. unique ways. Microcomputers .have 
alway:s :had. to deal with. the . even more seriotts: problem that no on~ .really ex-
.pected m.uch out of them. When . CP /M2 firs·t. introduce'd the concept.: of 'beiµg ' 
able to execute a series of operating system .commands in a batch· mode via tµe 
SUBMIT utility, it seemed like a miracle, despite the fa~t' t:h~t . ·th·e :mainframe 
systems had been doing: it: :for :years·. 
Th=us, the task,: to ad:a;pt, combine, and imj>rov:e various f~~tur~s: from 
several existin:g ·systems·, .from microcomputer t.o mai:nftame, was und·e.rtaken ·~nd 
ESHELL version· t.o :is the result. 
1.2 Goals 
The goal of ESHELL was quite sj~.ple: :.P:rovid'e. t'he user \vit:h a simple but 
. 
flexible system to communicate with an existing ·operating system. This seem:-
. . \ . 
iq·g_ly unobtrusive goal introduces quite a .:r1uJnber of 1ntr1cac1es when :it is· ex~ 
:a.mined in detail. 
• What users? Are they sophisticated, or novice. Do they want to. 
program, play games, or just want to find out the current values of 
their stocks? 
1which stands for Extended Shell 
.a 
~Trademark of Digital Research, Inc. 
·2. 
• Simple for which class of users? In the past, programming systems 
which have tried to be all things to all peop1le have a history of fail-
ing miserably as evidenced by the Multics project and the limited 
(and sluggish) success of ADA. In contrast to these 'failures', pro-
gramming projects which were intended to address a smaller but 
more well defined audience have found much greater acceptance as is 
?t· the case with Unix, CP /M, and TOPS-20. 
• Flexibility is often an expensive item to implement. The EMACS 
editor is generally accepted as one of the most flexible programs ever 
conceived, but at the expense of being too large to implement on 
most smaller systems because of sheer code size as well as the 
demand for system resources. 
• The phrase ·'existing operating system' is perhaps the. m~st crucial 
part of the th.e goal. The intent of ESHELL is not to cha,nge the 
way people think, but to allow people to expand their horizons if so 
desired. One of ESHELL's primary feature is that it runs on top of 
MS-DOS, and does not try to add: things which are not there. ..()n,e 
advantage >of this includes compatibility with existing .software :and 
hardware products for one of the Ja.rge~t installed .computer bases-: 
ever -- the IBM-PC and its clones . 
. O.ther minor goals included 
:1 •. tJsing Pascal as an implementation language and showing. t'hat. <>.nly :~ 
small number of features must be added to the language to ·make it 
effective in such an application. 
2. Provide MS-DOS users with features tJSU~lly found: onJy on IBM com-
patible systems. 
3. Accomplish all previous goals using .only a modest amount .. of syst.em 
resources, most notably memory. 
-'·· 
3. 
.( 
.• 
2.1 Definition 
Chapter 2 
Command Interpreters 
A command interpreter or execu.tive is generally a progta,rri: -vvhich 
provides a computer user with an ord·erly ·-a:np high level means of in'teracling 
with a computer system. It is not aI:t: .9perati11g system kernel, 'W.·hieh usually 
pr.ovide·s only a set of resident proced11res for: d¢ali11:g.: with ptirnitive forms of 
diit'a· suth 'as' machine words and disk s.e~-tors... A cornma-nd interpreter pto:yJ~es: 
.the. -hig·h level concepts of a use~ enteriil_g,: a, :line of text to represent actions: .oi1 
abs.tract data· representations like files and task_s .. 
Almost all p.rod1:1.ctior1 computer systems have· provided this capability at 
one level of complexity· o.r another. Early systems provided simple batch control 
languages to identify and execute computer jobs. Eventually, simple pro~ram~ 
ming structures were added to these languages to provide for if ~then decisi~p 
making and job control languages {JCL) were developed. 
·~ 
With the &dv~nt, of. int.etactive computing, these systems were adapted to 
provide on-line. :users ·with :.similar ,c_a;pabilities, following the sam_e type of 
_prQgression from crude :sequential command int·erpteters to·- lh~· complicated 
multi-tasking operating systems now in existence .. 
~elow are some example systems. These systems are generally indicative of 
:the 'state of the art' in command interpreters and: .operating system int~rface 
languages. 
4 
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2.1.1 CP/M 
CP /M3 is a small operating system designed and developed in the mid-70's 
by Digital Research, Inc. to run;m the Intel 8080 family of microprocessors. 
Its primary goal was to provide a hardware-independent operating system so 
t]J.at- .it <:ould run on a variety of II1achine configurations as long as they all 
shar~d t_h·e same underlying proce.~sor -- the. Iµtel 8080. It was able to ac-
.complish this goal by providing a mµJtiple lay.e_r operating system consisting of 
' .. ' 
a BIOS, BDOS and CCP. 
The BIOS 
· The BDOS 
T:he CCP 
(basic input/output ·system) was the responsibility of the system im-
plementor and provided primitive but hardware dependent ser-
vices such as accessing mass .storage devices and communicat-
ing with the system console,. This was the only portion of the 
· system which was machine specific. 
(ba~ic disk operating system) provided the more familiar operating 
system. c·oncepts of file and directory maintenance, console 1/0, 
·printer control, and· general system · maintenance. 
( console comman.d. processor) was theu }1,Pn-resid~nt portion of the 
operating system which had the ~~iponsibility of reading a 
command line from the user and either loading a program for 
subsequent execution, or execute an intrinsic command operat-
ing system command like DIR to get a directory listing. 
CP /M was also designed at a time when when memory was an expensive 
:item, so it was ve_ry thrifty in its use of resources for operating system over-
·h·ead. System memory was divided into three more or less distinct- areas: 
,·. 
' 
Memory from 0. to OOFFH was reserved for operating system use and included a 
set of jumps to standardize the operating system requests 
made by user programs. 
Memory from 0100H to some unspecified limit, called the TP A or transient 
--,rogram area, was used for the the loading and executing of 
user programs, including operating system utility programs. 
Fipally.-, the top of memory (whatever that meant to the particular system) con-
1 tained the BIOS, and BDOS (in that order starting from the 
3Control Program for Microcol'ilpute~s 
5 
top of memory.) The CCP was a non-resident section of code 
which would load in just below the the BDOS and could be 
overlaid by user programs if the memory was needed. 
So· :as not to waste any memory on functions which us~rs might seldom 
use,- the CCP only provided a minimal .set of :intrinsic operating commands 
. 
whlc·h were always available to the· .uset.· The·se were:-
• ·SAVE to e;a,_v~ a._ CQJ~Y of the c,urrent --co·ntent,s ,of the user's memory 
to a file. 
• DIR to get a listing of the files on the user's ;m·ass stor~ge device, 
which was usually an 8-inch ·floppy disk. 
• REN to rename a file. 
• ERA to erase a file 
• USER to provide a rucli111ent'ary: direct"qry -h}er~r.<:hy, 
• TYPE to display .,a_ file. o.n t.h.~-' ·consgle. 
If the comrnct_nd, .:paro~ ·wa~ 11qt, recognized by the CCP, the current disk 
w.as -s~ar.phed: for a program file of the given name, and, if found, it was loaded 
in.to· :memory :·and executed. By this m~thod, all other capabilities could be 
. 
prQvid.ed: for.,. and the standard release of a CP /M system always included file 
-cqpy'ing ~nd bac-kup ut_ili.ti_es, an assembler and a debugger, and_ system genera-
. ti.pr1.. Q.tilitjes~-
In ·tern1s· ·of a. comm·and interpreter, besides the simple functions of the 
CCP as me:ntioned previously, CP /M also had a SUBMIT utility which allowed 
a sequence of commands to be executed in a batch mode of operation. This 
command sequence could even make use of replaceable parameters so that some-
what generalized batch jobs could be constructed. 
For example, the sequence of editing and assembling a program might. con-
6 
sist of the following commands. 
edit progl.asm 
asm progl 
load progl 
progl \ 
With the exception of the actual program name, the commands would be 
the same for any program. The following CP /M submit file (named EAX.SUB 
for example) could be constructed which would provide a single skeleton batch 
job for editing and assembling an assembly language program. 
edit Sl.asm 
asm S1 , 
load Sl 
$1 
To edit, assemble, and execute progl, the user would need type only 
submit eax progl· 
and the the customized batch job consisting of the proper commands would be 
· created and subsequently executed. '$1' would get replaced with the first com-
mand argument. 
This simple batch concept did not provide any programming capability and 
even the simplest of errors or deviations from the expected could .sometimes 
provide disastrous results. 
It seems improbable that such a primitive system would ever catch on, 
especially when most people considered microprocessors only capable of controll-
ing traffic lights. CP /M did become the standard for several reasons. The first 
of which was the lack of hardware dependence. Once a working BIOS was r-,. 
Since the Bios written, the entire operating system was up and running. was 
such a small and well defined piece of software, it could often be written in a 
few da.ys. Contrast this with the several man-months of time needed to bring 
up the first copy of the more sophisticated mainframe systems of the time·. 
7 
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Further, once it was up and running, programs w
hich followed the conventions 
of calling the operating system services for I/ 0 
could be transported to any 
other CP /M system and they would be guaranteed
 to run. In addition to this, 
most CP /M systems used 8-inch floppy disks whic
h had a standard format, so 
software exchange was as simple as mailing a. disk. 
CP /M serves as a landmark in the development o
f microcomputer operat-
ing systems for its ability to provide a simple, us
able, and portable system in-
terface. 
·- 4 
2.1.2 VM/CMS 
VM/CMS is the current operating system softwa
re product for IBM sys-
tems. It was first introduced in the early 70's just before CP /M
 as a replace-
ment to the outdated MVS and TSO operating · sy
stems which existed on IBM 
mainframes prior to that time. 
It is a very large and complex operating system w
hich provides each user 
with the virtual machine concept. Each user beli
eves that he is the sole user 
on a large IBM system. Each is free to allocate v
irtual devices at will, even to 
run time-sharing to other users. This concer,t is v
ery difficult to implement and 
requires vast amounts of system resources, including
 pure CPU power to provide 
the multiple layers of masking to accomplish the i
llusion of the virtual .machine. 
This system provides the user with a powerful, 
but complex, command 
language which includes an extensive command in
terpreter. Further, the com-
mand interpreter may be extended by writing prog
rams which interact with the 
operating system and return success and failure cod
es . 
. , 
It also provides a capability whereby the current
 operating system com-
\; 
mand set may be temporarily extended by means
 of a subsystem. The most 
8 
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common such extension is an editing su·bsystem where the user still has the en-
tire operating system repertoire available while editing and maintaining files. 
Other powerful features of this system include its command stack. Any 
command or program may push a text line to, or pop a text line from, a spe-
cial area called the command stack. 'This allows programs which are not nor-
mally considered to be operating system utilities to behave as if they were since 
their input could come from a predesignated sJurce. 
IBM systems usually are characterized by a very well defined set of 
hardware. Since all VM systems could more or less count on a definite set of 
'· 
peripherals to be available, several functions which would have gone into the 
BIOS of CP /M are actually top-level user features on a VM system. These in-
cluded function key.s, certain printer controls, and extended device controls. 
The IBM systems are as a poor example in that they prove that any 
problem can be solved if an infinite amo11nt of power is applied. A VM re-
quires large amounts of main memory, several megabytes, and even larger 
amounts of secondary memory, often gigabytes, to support the virtual memory 
structure for each user. VM systems stood as a direct contrast to the small 
CP /M implementations which often assumed that practically no resources were 
available: 64 kilobytes of memory as the upper a·bsolute limit on main memory 
and no more than 250 kilobytes of disk space. 
" 
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2.1.S TOPS-20 
TOPS-20 • IS the standard operating systems for Digital Equipment 
Corporation's (DEC) line of mainframes called the DecSystem-20. The DEC-20, 
-as they are popularly referred to, was the upgrade system to DEC's early 
PDP-10 series of computers. They offered upward compatibility through emula-
tion of the previous computer line, and were microcoded machines to allow for 
extensive in-field updating and extension. 
TOPS-20 was the successor to TOPS-IO. It is a fairly extensive operating 
system and provides the user with a virtual memory environment. Although 
11ot as extensive as the VM concept, most TOPS-20 users appear to have their 
own (virtual) DEC-20. 
l 
The operating system provided major advances in the area of simple user 
interface through the concept of command completion and a full help feature. 
At any time during command input, the user may type a question mark to get 
some information about the portion of the command which is currently being 
entered or to see a list of possible completions for what has been typed so far. 
This is particularly usef11l for the case of entering arguments to commands 
which must be in specific format. 
Command completion allows the u3er to type a special keyboard character 
(usually the <ESC> key) and the system will complete the command typed so 
far and provide information about the next field which must be entered. This 
feature was combined with file naming so that only the first few characters of a 
file name usually have to be entered before the system eliminates the ambiguity. 
TOPS-20 also provides a tree-structured directory system with setable file 
and directory protection capabilities to allow or disallow access to files. 
10 
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The command interpreter is quite primitive however. Replaceable 
parameters are not implemented at all. Command labels are provided for, but 
they are usually not of any value since there is no conditional testing, nor a 
GOTO capability. 
The most prevalent use of the command files is to set certain optio~s for 
the current job at login time. If a file called LOGIN.CMD exists in the users 
login directory, the commands in that file will get executed. These commands 
often set certain terminal modes, make logical name assignments for devices and 
directories, and set other job-related parameters. In addition· to LOGIN.CMD 
which is executed only once per job a.t the time of login, there is another spe-
cial file called COMAND.CMD which is invoked each time a new command in-
terpreter ( called EXEC) is started at the time of login or via the PUSH com-
mand. 
The PUSH command begins execution of a new operatir1g system as a sub-
routine, leaving the current status intact. This allows a user to switch to some 
different task for a while, and when finished return to the previous task as if 
nothing had changed. 
TOPS-20 is a multi-tasking operating system, but the multi-tasking fea-
tures are available only to programs. The PUSH/POP sequence is the closest 
thing c:s. user can get to executing more than one task simultaneously from the 
operating system level .. 
. ' 
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2.1.4 Unix 
• Unix was developed at Bell Labs in the late 60's and early 70's for DEC's 
PDP-11 series of minicomputers. Its developers, Ritchie and Thompson, were 
dissatisfied with the expansive Multics project undertaken in the early to 
mid-60's and felt that a more constrained and rational approach to operating 
system design should be taken. They believed that a small and well-defined 
audience of programmers could be satisfied by providing them with a consistent 
and powerful system for the development of Jarger and mor,e sophisticated sys-
tems. Since it was a relatively unsupported system, it went mostly unnoticed 
throughout the 70's, and its power is only now being fully realized and utilized. 
The system closely resembles CP /M in that it contains a small set of very 
hardware dependent routines which need to be customized for a particular im-
' 
" / 
plementation. The system kerneT-resides on top of this to provide a clean and 
... 
device independent operating system interface. The final level consists of a 
command interpreter which the user may change at will without the need to 
reconfigure the operating system. The command interpreter, called the shell, is 
simply a program like any other on the system. 
The advanced features of Unix include 
• Almost full hardware independence. All but the most low level 
routines of the operating. system are written in the high-level lan-
guage 'C' which was developed specifically to write Unix. If a 'C' 
compiler can · be written for an existing hardware system, Unix can 
usually be co~pletely and safely implemented within 3 man-months. 
• Full device independence. Great care is taken at every level of the 
operating system to insure that all device and files behave exactly 
the same way · -- as a simple stream of 8-bit bytes. This single fea-
ture greatly simplifies the design of most programs since there is no 
need for special 1/0 capaoilities at the application level. 
• 1/0 redirection. As a consequence of the previous feature, all 
12 
programs are assumed to have a standard input stream (stdin), a 
standard output stream (stdout), and a diagnostic output stream 
( stderr). This allows for the creations of program called filters which 
transform their input to their output without the needing to know 
whe.re the input came from or to where the output is going. 
• Multi-Tasking. The system is completely process oriented. There is 
a top-level process which schedules and initiates all inferior processes, 
including user-jobs. A user job may place any command into back-
ground execution mode, and programs themselves may be executed 
concurrently and pass their output through special files called pipes. 
• Unix also supports a feature known as "piping". This feature allows 
a process to ''pipe" its output into another process as its input. 
With this feature, command lines can be written to perform a variety 
of tasks. For example, the follov,ing command line lists all the 
unique ( uniq) words contained in the file letter. txt and displays them 
one screenful at a time (more). 
sort <letter.txt I uniq I more 
• The standard (Bourne) shell implements a structured programming 
language which includes variable definition, decision capability, and 
procedure calling. Since the shell itself can be called as a procedure, 
there is little which can not be accomplished via the command inter-
I, 
preter. 
• There exist a vast set of standard utilities on all Unix systems. 
These include language compilers, debugging tools, and text format-
ters, and special purpose text processing utilities. 
Clearly Unix seems to combine many of the best aspects the previously 
mentioned systems. Even with the multiple versions currently in existence, a 
competent Unix user has little trouble in moving from one system to another. 
2.2 Desirable features 
Combining various features from the abov.e operating systems results in the 
following list of desirable capabilities. 
1. Indeper1dence. Aspects which should not depend on the particular 
underlying software or hardware should not require them. 
2. High level operating system tasks often need to be grouped together 
13 
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into command files. It woul~ be quite convenie:r;it 1f a programming 
system could exist to test for simple conditions such as the success 
or failure of an operation, the . existence or nonexistence of a file, or 
for the repetition of an operation on a group of files. 
3. Provide the user with helpful editing features TNhen they are editing 
commands. Provide as much help as possible. ff a user makes a 
mistake, it seems wasteful to requ·.re the entire command line to be 
retyped. 
4. If features might be available to the user, give access to them with-
out the need for complex programming. In the case of the IBM VM, 
most terminals had function keys which could programmed with 
simple operating system level commands -- the user was not forced to 
rewrite the character h.andling part of the operating syst~m kernel. 
2.3 Undesirable features 
. I ; 
The following list exemplifies some common mistakes in operating system 
implementation which should be avoided. 
1. Never add code to remove functionality. This should be a cardinal 
rule. If something works in the general case, do not add code to 
make it Jess general. IBM systems impose very rigid restrictions on 
I/0. Programs which work with a tape drive often will not work 
with a disk file. Unix allows full generality by treating all I/0 as a 
byte stream so that programs need not know the underlying nature 
of an I/0 source or sink. 
2. Operating systems are supposed to provide the user with a way of 
interfacing with the underlying system. Clearly a command interpreter 
should not hide underlying features. This is a specific instance of 
the previous rule. . 
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Examples: 
TOPS-20 is a multi-tasking executive, yet the user must 
write a program (often in assembly language) to make use 
of it. • 
MS-DOS provides Move and Chmod function calls to 
rename files and change their attributes, respectively. Yet, 
there is no supplied way to inv9l<e Chmod on a file through 
CO:MMAND.COM without writing a program. In addition, 
the Move function call allows a file to be moved to another 
directory, yet CO:MMAN.D.COM actually declares that to be 
an error if the user attempts it via the RENAME command. 
15 
\__ 3.1 Overview 
Chapter 3 
MS-DOS 
MS-DOS/PC-DOS is the de facto standard operating system for the Intel 
8086/8088 family of microprocessors. These computers include the IBM-PC and 
PC-Compatibles as well as some non-IBM-compatible systems. 
3.2 Advlllltages 
MS-DOS is closely derived from CP /M in that it is a layered operating 
system consisting of a BIOS, and DOS (with some CP /M compatible system 
calls), and a command interpreter. It offers a tree-structured file system similar 
to Unix and even offers 1/0 redirection. It has a batch capability which is a 
slightly improved version of CP /M's .SUBMIT utility. 
, . 
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3.2.1 Command Interpreter Features 
The command interpreter is contained in a file called COM:MAND.COM 
and is itself a program. It may even be replaced with another program at sys-
,., 
tern boot time through the use of a simple system configuration file. The user 
gets a variety 
~ 
of intrinsic commands, simple editing capabilities, two varieties of 
. r-
I/ O redirection and simulated piping, and a simple batch co, program files, 
mand language, all from the command line. 
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3.2.2 Batch Capabilities 
If the user types a command name, which is actually the name of a file 
with the extension of BAT, the commands in that file are executed. The batch 
system also provides simple decision making capabilities via the IF and · GOTO 
commands, as well as simple variable expansions. 
3.2.3 Simple Editing Features 
At any· command lin . prompt, the user may recall and edit the previous 
,t.., 
command line, or edit the currently entered command line. Editi11g consists of 
using the keyboard arrow keys to move about the 'template' which is the cur-
rent version of the input line. 
3.2.4 AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS 
At system boot time, the file CONFIG.SYS is read by MS-DOS to per-
fotm some 'user' .customization of the operating system. These customizations 
~ . 
include allocating file buffers, file handles, and loading device drivers for non-
standard peripherals. 
Upon system startup, the commands in a file called AUTOEXEC.BAT in 
tl1e top directory are automatically executed to perform system customization at 
a higher level. The AUTOEXEC file usually contains commands · to load 
operating system extensions, initialize peripherals devices such as modems and 
printers, and to read the system. clock if one is present or ask the user for the 
current date and time. 
/ 
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3.3 Disadvantages 
3.3.1 Batch Deficiencies 
) 
Although the IF and GOTO commands are a vast improvement over the 
simple batch stream concept of CP /M, the overall batch implementation is quite 
weak. The system is not recursive. so one batch file can not call another,· nor 
is the IF command fully structured. 
There is no way to quote arguments to a batch file, nor any command 
line for that matter. This has two immediate drawbacks. · Firstly, the special 
characters for redirection and piping ('<','>','I') can not be passed on the com-
mand line to any program since they are interpreted and removed by the com-
mand line processor. Secondly, since arguments are delimited by blanks, there 
is no way to include a blank as part or an argument, and there is no standar-
dized way to specify that a certain argument is to have a null value. 
3.3.2 Variables are not Useful 
The manipulation of MS-DOS variables is possible, but there exist no 
documented system calls for such purposes, nor are there special 'command-line 
variables' to return the current status for such things as the current directory, 
current date or time, or the amount of free disk space. 
In addition, there is no standard system call for setting the value of a 
rariable from within a program. Any variable changes must be made directly 
to the list of strings which comprise the. current environment. A program is 
unable to determine how much space is reserved for the environment, so it is 
· quite simple to clobber memory which belongs to another task. Also, there is 
no simple way to alter the environment of the calling task. Only the local en-
18 
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vironment may change4• 
3.3.3 Commitad Line Editing 
Although the user is at least freed from having to retype the previous 
\command because he made a simple typing mistake, the overall editing features 
are primitive and difficult to use. 
Even on the IBM-PC, the current status of the line is not displayed by 
defau·It --and the editing is done in a mostly blind fashion. The keys to effect 
editing changes are very keyboard specific and use the permanent function keys 
fl through f5, which are hardly mnemonic. 
Also, in many applications, it would be quite helpful to be able to restore 
more than just the previous command line. Since memory is no longer a valu-
able resource, it seems quite miserly to remember at most 80 characters. 
3.3.4 Ineffective Use of Hardware 
Most MS-DOS implementations run on a very rigid. hardware structure --
the IBM-PC. Such systems provide several command features which are not at 
all addressable by the top level of the operating system. The most notorious of 
which is the function keys. There is no intrinsic DOS command or supplied 
utility which allows the user to define the function keys,,; 
\ 
\ 
\ 
" 
4Unix users would say there is no way to export a variable. 
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3.3.5 Wild Card Matching 
The wild card matching capabilities of the system follow · the CP /M con-
vention. A '?' in any position means that any single character, including no 
character at all, will match. ·The '*' would appear to be shorthand for any se-
quence of characters, but actually stands for as many '?' characters as are 
needed to fill out the field. This has a grave consequence to users who are 
used to regular expression notation. , 
The wildcard pattern 'S*. *' stands for any file name which starts with 'S' 
as would be expected. However, the wildcard pattern 'S* JJ. *' also stands for 
any file v.rhich starts with an 'S' since the first '*' fills all characters up until 
the peric,d with question marks and overw~ the user's specification without 
warning. Although this is no problem when getting a directory listing (a few 
extra files never hurt), it is disastrous when deleting files! 
3.S.6 Program Loading and the PATH variable 
The DOS documentation actually states the a full pathname may be ·given 
to a command and the associated program will be loaded. Unfortunately, this 
is not true. If a full pathname is specified, it is ignored. This means that 
only commands which are in the current path, or current directory can be ex-
ecuted. 
A minor inconvenience with the PATH variable is that the current direc-
tory is always the firat directory searched. For many users, this is the least 
likely place where a program would be found since there is ·usually large system 
directory called \ bin or \prog which cvntains the most frequently used 
programs. It would seem much more efficient to only include the current direc-
tory in the search at the end of a path search unl~s the PATH variable names 
20 
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it explicitly. 
3.4 Existing Enhancement J>roducts 
Since the inception of MS-DOS, there have existed several enhancement 
products, many in the public domain, to overcome some of the previously men-
tioned shortcomings. These products are listed below with a short explanation. 
SuperKey This recently released product of Borland International allows 
the user to create a definition for any function key on the 
keyboard. In addition, it allows these keys to actually be 
macro sequences of many commands or even other macros. It 
goes one step further to allow a completely new and user-
customized keyboard layout to be generated. 
DOS-EDIT This public domain utility provides extensive command line 
editing capabilities and command line recall in excess of those 
features already found in MS-DOS. 
Extended Batch Language 
This utility added an VM/CMS type batch language to the 
operating system to provide a much more powerful batch sub-
system. 
These utilities seem to be quite a simple solution to some of the 
deficiencies of MS-DOS. Since memory is cheap, it is qu.ite possible to have all 
loaded at once without too severely limiting the available memory for user 
programs. 
However, the utilities are very hardware specific. Often, specific memory 
and port addresses are used. If the target machine is not fully IBM compatible, 
the utilities will · often stop the system in its tracks. 
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Chapter 4 
ESHELL Features 
ESHELL was designed and developed to add to the functionality of MS-
DOS without changing the basic structure. By not changing the basic kernel of 
the operating system, compatibility with all existing programs could be 
guaranteed. 
·~ 
This chapter describes the overall features provided with the current 
release of the interpreter. For a detailed description of the actual opera.ting 
system usage, please refer to the ESHELL User Guide [9] which is contained in 
a separate document. For implementation notes and details, please refer to 
Chapter 5 and the actual program listing. 
A complete set of documentation and a program listing is kept" on file by 
th~ Department of Computer Science and Electrical Engineering . at Lehigh 
University. 
4.1 System Initializations 
Similar to the AUTOEXEC feature of MS-DOS, ESHELL features multiple 
levels of initialization files. The first time ESHELL is started, the commands in · 
the file ESHELL.RC are executed. Any subsequent (recursive) invocations of 
ESHELL cause the contents of the file ESHELL.INI to be executed. These files 
a.re analogous to the LOGIN.CMD and COMAND.CMD files of TOPS-20. 
In addition to these command files, keys are defined oN,~lpitions loaded 
from a file called ESHELL.KEY. See below for a discussion of key definitions 
and usage. 
Finally, the ESHELL 'cd' command provides a similar initialization 
22 
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capability when switching to a directory. If a file with the extension of CD 
and same file name as the directory name exists in the target directory of tt'le 
cd , tp(tll that file is submitted to Interp for execution. This feature allows 
· customized initializations to take place for certain directories upon entry. 
4.2 Operating System Input 
" ESHELL provides a very powerful and user configurable editing capability. 
When entering a command line, the user has the following editing functions 
available. 
• Complete Cursor Movement, including movement by words and to 
the beginning and end of the line. 
I 
• Bi-Directional (Deletion capability. 
\._j 
• Automatic Insertion of new characters. 
• Recall of previous command lines. 
• Constant display of the current status of the input line. 
Although it may seem unnecessary for such powerful features to be avail-
able, one must consider that these systems frequently are used in the interactive 
mode in which the . user spends a great deal of time communicating witl1. the 
operating system. Making this task as flexible as possible seems to be a 
worthwhile goal from the human factors point of view. 
Command Line Recall is implemented using a circular queue of the ten5 · 
most recently entered command lines. The user is free to display the list using 
the qi command and to recall any single command line and execute it as is or 
edit it further. As a convenience, command lines of two or fewer ch1;1,racters are 
5This is a configurable option which may be changed st system compile time. 
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not entered into the command queue, nor are full line comments. 
The task of assigning functions to keys is quite a burdensome one for the 
system designer. Choose a bad set of keys and they will be ignored; even 
choosing a goo.d set will leave some users unsatisfi~J. It seemed reasonable 
then, that the user should be doing the choosing. Any 'function' key on the 
keyboard may be assigned a single editing function as mentioned above or a 
string of literal characters and editing funLtions at any time. The code to im-
plement this is minimal when compared with the functionality it provides. 
Finally, a user on any MS-DOS system may define common function keys and 
use the editing keys that are most comfortable without needing to be an as-
sembly language genius! 
The . system comes with an ESHELL.KEY which defines an EMACS-like 
set of key definitions. Appendix D lists possible auxiliary key definition se-
quences. 
4.3 Command Line and Variable ·Expansion 
Comments are supported on the command line. All characters after a ';' 
(semicolon) are ignored. Full line comments are allowed, as are blank command 
lines. 
All -command lines are passed through an internal procedure called expand 
. 
which transforms the input line by expanding special character sequences and 
groups arguments via a simple quoting mechanism as described below. 
Text· enclosed in quotes is treated as a single argument and is not ex-
panded. Further, text within single quotes is not expanded by the variable 
processor, while text within double quotes is. The '!' (exclamation point) 
character serves as a simple quoting character but is not fully implemented yet. 
24 
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The following special forms are recognized. 
!n newline 
!e escape 
!r return 
!t tab 
!b backspace 
! ! slash 
!A .. !Z control characters ~A .. ~z 
!ddd where dis a decimal digit is the character 
whose ASCII value is ddd. Decimal conversion 
stops when a non-digit is encountered or on 
the third digit. 
!x is the character 'x' without any special meaning. 
Variables are denoted by a leading dol1ar sign followed by a variable name 
or a dollar sign followed by a variable name enclosed in parentheses. Variables 
may be used during user input or from within an ESHELL command file
6
• 
Once a variable is expanded, the command line is rescanned from that point to 
see if the expanded variable contained a new variable reference which needs to 
be expanded. 
Note that expand also expands some 'special' variables which hold the 
current state of ESHELL or MS-DOS. At present these variables are 
IRC current contents of the return code, and 
IDIR current directory. 
Examples:7 
1: set fi lel "TEST.TMP" 
2: set f i I es "TESTl • TMP TEST2. TMP" 
3: set f i I e2 , Sf i I es, 
4: rm Sf i I el 
5 : rm S ( f i I e 1) 
6: rm Sf i I e2 
• 
Lines 1 through 3 define simple variables. Lines 4 and 5 expand to the 
same command line which would result in the removal of. the TEST.TMP file. 
Line 5 shows the alternate syntax for a variable name. Line 6 results in the· 
6MS-D0S only allows a variable to be used only from a batch file. 
7 The 'set' command is used to assign a value to a variable. 
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removal of the files which are listed in the 'files' variable since the expansion of 
'$file2' produced another variable which had to be expanded. 
' 
Finally, if the 'uni~' variable exists, the line is treated as a Unix com-
mand line and every '/' (forward slash) is replaced with a. '\' (backslash) and 
every '-' ( dash) is replaced with a '/' (slash) so that the line is in standard 
MS-DOS format. This optional transformation is provided since the MS-DOS 
choice of the path separator is backwards with respect to the Unix convention. 
4.4 Added Functionality 
4.4.1 BettEr Wildcard Matcher 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the MS-DOS wild card matcher is 
primitive and prone to unexpected results. ESIIELL has provided a matcher 
which handles a proper subset of regular expressions. 
'*' matches any string of zero or more characters. 
'+' matches any string of one or more characters. 
'?' matches any single character. 
'#' matches any single digit ('O', '1 ', ... '9'). 
The matcher is used extensively by the file name system which adds a fur-
ther level of functionality via the ,- ' (tilde) character. Any ambiguous file 
name reference which begins with a ,-, will match only those files which DO 
NOT match the pattern. For example, 
ls - •. pas 
would list only those files which do not have an extension of PAS. 
Several consequences of this regular expression matcher are as follows. 
Is • # I i sts a I I f i I es 
I s • . # I i s ts f i I es w i th no ex tens i on 
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4.4.2 New and Improved Commands 
This section lists some commands which were improved under ESHELL er
 
t 
are entirely new. Note that every MS-DOS command is more o
r less availa.ble 
under ESHELL. 
chmod 
mv 
alias 
date, time 
apply 
This command allows the user to display or change a file's at-
1 tributes. 
This command is the file renaming function which adds the 
ability to move a file from one directory to another. 
This command allows the user to define an alias {synonym) for 
an existing commana or to remove a command from the com-• 
mand list. See below. 
With arguments, these commands may be used to change the , 
system time or date as in MS .. DOS. With no arguments, 
these commands simply display the date and time but do not 
prompt for new values. See below. 
Allows a single command line to be applied to a wildcard set 
of files. See below. 
When choosing the command set for ESHELL, it seemed neces
sary to to 
duplicate the redundancy of the MS-DOS command set in the
 cases of such 
commands as REN and RENAME; and ERASE and DEL. 
Further, certain 
command abbreviations seemed needed such as 'ty' for 'type'
. In addition, 
ESHELL already included all the Unix command names. A s
ituation quickly 
developed where there were as many synonyms as commands! 
Although this was not really a problem, it seemed like a good p
lace to let 
the user choose the command set. The alias command was adde
d so that the 
user can choose a comfortable set of command names. 
If the MS-DO~ DATE or TIME com~nands are used to query t
he current 
time information, besides displaying the desired field, the system
 proinpts for a 
new date or time. This has the undesirable effect of halting b
atch files when 
the current date or tirr1~ is desired in the output. The ESH
ELL date and 
time commands print out the complete date and time and do 
not prompt for 
27 
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new values. 
Although most ESHELL commands implement full wildcarding of file 
names, many programs do not. It is often useful to apply a template command 
line to a series of files which match a wildcard specification.8 ESHELL provides 
the apply command to repeatedly apply a command line against the file name 
set. For example, the ESHELL command 
a pp I y • • pas 'sq Sf i I e' 
would call the popular SQ program9 for each file with an extension of PAS. 
Note that the variible 'file' is used to hold each subsequent expansion of the 
wildcard pattern. 
4.4.3 More Recursion 
ESHELL command files may be called as subroutines and may be used 
recursively. Command line arguments are passed into the file and may be 
referenced via the names '$0', '$1 ','$2', ... '$n'. The variables $# holds the 
count of the number of passed arguments. 
Further, ESHELL itself may be called recursively. Each new invocation of 
Q 
ESHELL is given a copy of tl1e variable table and command queue. The 
character definition table is treated as a global variable. As mentioned earlier, 
each recursiv~ invocation of ESHELL will execute the commands in the file 
ESHELL.INI if that file exists in the current directory. 
8MS-D0S usf..s the the FOR command to accomplish this. 
9which is used for SQueezing files · 
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4.5 Interp Command Language 
One of the primary goals of ESHELL was to provide a more extensive 
programmable command language than is found in MS-DOS's batch system. ~he 
ESHELL language incorporates a closed structure syntax to allow for greater 
readability and power of batch files. It also introduces several powerful control 
structures which are usually found in compilers. The added overhead of inter-
preting these structures seems to be insignificant when compared to the tasks of 
opening files and performing command line input and expansion. 
The actual batch subsystem is called lnterp and is used to execute files 
which have an extension of ESH. At first, the batch language was designed to 
be a superset of the MS-DO-S batch system, but the new 'ir statement proved 
to be too great a stumbling block to parse both forms. The approach now is 
to allow the old batch system to execute BAT files and Interp will execute 
ESH files. 
4.5.1 Variable Usage ti 
The system uses the standard variables as defined earlier. Since variables 
are actually expanded by the command line expander, the system behaves quite 
similarly to a macro processor. 
Future releases may include a variable declaration capability. H so, simple 
scalar variables as well as variable aggregates would be implemented. This 
seems like a necessary expansion so that the loop,, st}uctures may be fully util-
_.;:...,-
ized. 
1·1 , 
'.,·, 
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4.5.2 Condition Evaluator 
The system provides only a si~ple evaluator for conditions, although an 
extensive set of tests is provided. Future releases may include a full expression 
evaluator. 
The conditions which may be tested are 
strings numbers 
eq var1 vare - var1 var2 -
ne var1 var! <> var1 var2 
gt var1 var! > var1 var2 
ge var1 vare >= var1 var2 
lt var1 var! < var1 var2 
le var1 var! <·--- Vt'l,T 1 var2 
string matching 
instring pattern targ 
match patit~rn targ 
; true if pattern is inside targ 
; true if targ matches pattern 
files 
exists filespec • true if file exists 
' isdir file.spec ; ~ true if the file • directory 1S a 
isfile file.spec true if the file • file • 1S a 
' isfilero file.spec t.rue if the file • read-only • 1S a 
' 
variables 
def var 
ndef var 
; true if var is defined 
; true if var is not defined 
var, var 1, var 2, pa.ttern, targ, and file.spec are all strings. 
Since variable expa.nsion takes place in the command line, it is :necessary 
to provide a different set of comparison operators for numbers and strings be-
_. 
cause numbers in a character stream do not compare in a numeric fashion. 
4.5.3 Control Structures 
This section lists the ESHEl..1L control structures and sar.aple syntax. The 
structures were chosen from Pascal and C to provide a powerful and structured 
( 
approach to command files. 
In the definitions below, 'cond' stands for a valid conditional expression as 
described above, code stands for command lines to be executed, and string and 
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stringN each stand for a string value. Since quoting is stripped off, string 
evaluation may not produce expected results. 
Errors are handled in an orderly fashion. An error may occur with an 
ESH file for any of the following reasons: 
• Attempting to close a structure which was not opened. (Stack 
Underflow) 
• Attempting to leave a command file with open structures. (Stack Not 
Empty) 
• Nesting 'selects' too deeply. The current. maximum depth is 3. 
• Specifying a non-existent label for a 'goto' statement. 
• Closing an open structure with the wrong closing keyword. 
Note that all keywords must be the first token on the line. 
4.5.3.1 if-else-endif 
if cond 
code 
endif 
if cond 
code 
else 
code 
endif 
; if-pa.rt 
; if-part 
; else-pa.rt 
The 'if-part' is executed if the value of the conditional expression is true. 
The 'else-part' is executed if the value of the conditional expression is false. 
4.5.3.2 s'elect-case-break-endselect 
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select string 
case string1 
code 
break 
(. · case string 2 
I 
case strings 
code 
break 
case d~fault 
code 
endselect 
The syntax shows all possible forms. The select statellient is based upon 
the C switch statement. The select operation essentially performs a jump to 
. , . 
the section of code which has a matching label. break is needed to exit the 
structure, as the default is to allow flow to pass through. The default case, if 
present, will be executed if all case labels fail to match. 
Note the use of indenting to make the structure more readable. White 
space is ignored in command line expansion. 
Note the select statement given below. 
Example: 
select alpha 
case beta 
case alpha 
echo -n 'Hello' 
echo -n 'from ' 
case gamma 
echo 'Lehigh' 
break 
case delta 
echo 'and Lafayette' 
break 
ends elect 
Tl1e output from this select statement would be 
Hello from Lehigh 
since control would continue to execute up until the first break statement. 
Note that the ''-n" option inhibits the trailing carriage return and linefeed 
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which is normally issued by the ~o statement. 
4.5.3.3 begin-end 
begin 
code 
end 
This statement pair was provided · in deference to die-hard Pascal program-
mers. It is not needed in practice since all structures are fully closed. 
4.5.3.4 while-endwhile 
while cond 
code 
endwhile 
The code section is repeatedly executed as long as the value of the con-
ditional expression is true. Note that this is a true while loop in that the con-
ditional ·expression is evaluated before entry to the loop body. 
4.5.3.5 · repeat-until 
repeat 
code 
until cond 
The code is executed as long as the condition remains false. I.e., the cond 
is evaluated after the code is executed. 
4.5.3.6 goto-label 
goto label 
code 
: label 
: label 
code 
goto label 
This is the standard goto construct. Processing resumes at the specified 
label. Note that the space following the colon in the label declaration is re-
quired. 
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A goto may not be used to enter a closed structure. A goto may be 
used to move about within a closed structure. 
A goto must reference a label in the currently executing command file. 
There is no provision for a non-standard return from a command fi' f. 
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Chapter 5 
Implementation Notes 
This chapter discusses the implementation decisions· made in the program-
ming of ESHELL through the use of representative functions found within the 
system. Efficiency concerns are noted where appropriate. 
Note: 
Throughout this chapter, the term 'procedure' is used to mean either a 
' 
procedure or funstion The term 'Turbo' is often used as shorthand for 'PC-
DOS /MS-DOS Turbo Pascal.' 
5.1 Standard Pascal & Turbo Pas~al 
There are several problems with Standard Pascal as a system implemen-
tation language. . Those which most quickly come to mind are the strong 
typing, the rigid input/output structure, and bad handling of errors. 
When performing system work, it is often necessary to treat different data 
types via their true underlying structure which is integer or byte. Although 
Standard Pascal expressly forbids this, there exists a workaround via the variant 
record concept. A variant record definition could be created which would con-
tain variant parts of integer as well as the type of the object in question. To 
access an object as an integer simply put it into a variable which has the type 
of the variant record and then retrieve the integer. This is fundamentally 
simple to understand and implement but quite impractical to use. Systems pro-
gramming must be fast and efficient. It is a waste of time and space to 
copy a structure to a temporary holding area just so the program can access it 
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in the form in which it is already!10 
~~5.cal is notorious for a rigid and inefficient input/output system. It is of-
ten necessary to treat 1/0 as a pure stream of bytes with no. special ordering or 
meaning. Pascal imposes an end-of-line and end-of-file structure on all text files 
and this can make programming difficult. Data files are usually insignificant to 
a system's programmer since they are byte streams which are formatted inter-
nally to a program. 
Pascal also suffers from a lack of good error handling. The Pascal con-
cept of error handing is to abort immediately on any error since it should not 
have happened in the first place. In the case of 
errors nre often predictable, and some are even 
• ems programming, many 
' pected. A method of dis-
abling the automatic abort is clearly needed., ,vhile still being able to check if 
an error condition exists. 
These points, plus a myriad of others like 
• the inability to write libraries of procedures which can be shared by 
several programs, 
• the inability of a Pascal procedure to declare static variables which 
maybe initialized and retain values across all calls to the procedure, 
• the inability of a Pascal function to return anything but a simple 
type, 
• the inability to write generic procedures to handle arbitrary size ar-
rays, 
• the inability to write procedures to handle generic data types like file 
and pointer without regard to their base type, 
• the inability to assign to a variable the address of a procedure or 
function \\thich may be used at a later time to call the procedure or 
10strong typing is for weak minds. 
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make it nearly impossible to implement a systems programming project in Pas-
cal. Despite these problems, several projects have used Pascal in such a manner 
and these projects have reached differing levels of success. 
An example of one such project is the UCSD Pascal system. This was a 
development system to provide a good environment for the compiling, editing, 
and execution of Pascal programs. It was entirely written in an extended Pas-
cal and met with reasonable success on lar1 er computers but failed miserably on 
; 
,; 
smaller systems because of insufficient resources. 
5.2 Turbo Pascal 
'" Turbo Pascal is an implementation of Pascal developed for MS-DOS and 
CP /M microcomputers. It offers a mostly standardized version of Pascal with a 
good supply of extensions to make it more suitable for microcomputer applica-
tions, including systems programming. 
In addition, it is probably the fastest and smallest Pascal compiler in ex-
isterice. On a Tandy-2000 with 256K of memory it can compile at speeds of 
13,000 _ lines per minute and it occupies only 37 Kbytes of memory. Contrast 
this to other Pascal implementations Vihich often occupy several disks and com-
pile much more slowly. 
This section describes some of the Turbo extensions which were used in 
the development of ESHELL. 
11This feature is most useful when writing error handlers. 
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5.2.1 Extended Types and Constants 
Turbo has a predeclared string type which may contain up 255 characters. 
It is implemented as an array of characters with a hidden length byte. Strings 
may be freely assigned and compared to other strings, packed arrays of char, 
n 
and single characters providing the maximum length restriction is not violated. 
In addition, several intrinsic string procedures are provided for manipulating 
strings, substrings, and and simple pattern searching. 
Constants in Turbo may include non-printable characters or hexadecimal 
numbers~ The following are valid constant declaration in Turbo. 
CONST 
CR= #13; {CR= chr(13)) 
LF = AJ; {LF = chr(10), ctrl-j) 
K = S400; {K = 40016} 
Turbo also allows 'structured · constants' which are really variables that 
may be initialized. 
CONST 
ncmds: integer = 46; 
done: boo I ea n = fa I se; 
Also, Turbo has no restriction on the ordering of LABEL, CONST, TYPE, 
and VAR blocks so 'complex' variables may be initialized as well. 
TYPE 
hexd i g i ttype = array [0 . . 16] of char; 
CONST 
hexdigits: 
hexdigitstype= ('0', 'l', '2', '3', '4', 
'6', '8', '7', '8', >9>, 
'A', 'B', 'C', 'D', 'E'; 'F'); 
This feature has been used extensively in ESHELL to perform initializa-
tions on constant arrays and the like. 
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5.2.2 Turbo Directives 
5.2.2.1 Include Files 
Turbo allows a single Pascal program to be continued across several source 
files via the include directive. A line of the form 
{$1 TEST.PAS} 
would result in the inclusion of the file TEST.PAS as if were part of the source 
file. This feature, coupled with the lack of strict declaration ordering, makes it 
much simpler to construct libraries of Pascal procedures. to be used by several . 
programs. 0 
5.2.2.2 Error Checking 
The Turbo directives I, R, and V may be used to enable/disable 1/0 error 
checking, enable/ disable range checking, and to relax string passing restrictions. 
These features make it possible for the programmer to catch errors before Pas-
cal aborts the program. 
5.2.3 Parameters 
Turbo allows a variable parameter to be passed to a procedure without an 
underlying type. The procedure may only reference the address of this variable. 
This mechanism allows somewhat generic procedures to be constructed which 
move memory blocks or perform simple conversions. This feature is used in 
ESHELL to create a set of routines to handle strings which needed to be ter-
minated with a trailing <NUL>, as MS-DOS expects them, rather than possess-
ing a length byte. 
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5.2.4 1/0 Extensions 
Turbo provides a random access capability. This feature is used by 
ESHELL to allow for random access of command files since they are actually 
treated as a file of bytes, rather than characters. 
5.2.5 Assembly Language Interfaces 
Turbo Pascal provides a convenient interface to the MS-DOS operating 
system via the predefined procedures INTR and MSDOS. Each of these 
procedures takes a register list which gets loaded into the CPU's hardware 
registers upon an entry to MS-DOS and they are subsequently set with the 
return values contained in the registers when MS-DOS gives control back to 
Turbo Pascal. Tl1e IN1.''R procedure additionally takes a byte value specifying 
which of the 256 software interrupts to call. 
5.2.6 Structure of a Turbo Program 
Turbo programs are restricted to no more than 64 Kbytes of code, no 
more than 64 Kbytes of data, but have a memory-size only limitation on the 
heap. The 64 Kbytes restriction on code served as the upper limit for the size 
of the ESHELL code. From a practical standpoint, 64 Kbytes is reasonable as 
well. A fully configured PC can hold a maximum of 640 Kbytes of memory. 
An operating system extension should not consume more than about 10% of 
that space. 
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5.3 Standardized 1/0 library 
ESHELL makes use of a standardized 1/0 library which is quite similar to 
the standard C 1/0 library. This library provides functions for handling simple 
input/ output streams, random and sequential access of bytefiles, and simple 
character typing functions. The library is contained in the file STDIO.INC. 
5.3.1 I/0 Streams 
Many input/output programming problems are simplified by treating all in-
put and output as streams of characters with no underlying structure. · Tlie 
end-of-line is returned as a character, as is the end-of-file. The main ESHELL 
program is free to impose any structure which is desired. 
By using such an approach, programs need not be concerned with where 
the data is comi~g from, only with the data itself. This way, very generalized 
programs can be constructed to operate on a variety of data as long as the · 
data can be converted into a stream. User input is naturally a stream, even 
though Standard Pascal goes to great lengths to hide this fa~t. 
5.3.2 I/0 Procedures 
Within ESHELL, all input requests should be directed to getchar() and all 
output to putchar(). 
It is convenient to coordinate all 1/0 through these procedures so that the 
rigid Pascal text file structure can be removed. The output case is much less 
restrictive, so write and writeln statements are used freely throughout ESHELL. 
In future releases of ESHELL, it will be possible to have input/output 
macros which will actually control the standard 1/0 streams in a procedural 
manner. Such macros will finally allow for the creation of input/output 
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parasites in an orderly fashiQn.. 
5.3.3 Bytefiles 
In Turbo Pascal, a: ·file· may be declared as . a FILE OF BYTE. Such a 
file· rn~y be accessed randcirrily· or sequentially. ESHELL command files requ.ire 
·this capability since they are sequentially executed until a flow altering keyword 
(like endwhile or· goto) is encountered. At this pQi:nt, it is necessary to ran~ 
.domly access the target comml::\:rid line. Although :this feature could be simu-
lated via a completely ,seq:µep.t-jaJ a~cess method, efficiency clearly dictates the 
:need for .ran·dotn access within a command file .. 
·S,o'me procedures to access ES HELL bytefiles ate:. '{getc·', 'fputc', 'op.e;1;1f', 
'clostf', ''fread', 'fwrit.e', 'fgets', 'ftell', and 'lseek··~. These procedures ar~: ·q_uit·e 
similar to their c'ounterparts .as· fou.nd in. the C library STDIO.H. 
5.4 Character Tables 
The code to allow all key board chai'ac.te:rs to be dynamically reassigned to 
functions is quite a simple matter. It is .. -accomplished via a data structure 
called a character table. ESHELL contains three such tables: The ASCII 
Table, the Extended Table, and the Meta Table. 
5.4.1 Character Definitions 
A table entry, called a chardef is defined a·s:-
TYPE 
chardef = RECORD 
action:actions; 
printable:boolean; 
macrodef:macroptr; 
END {chardef}; 
The printable field is a flag which signifies whether or not the character 
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.c:~n:. be printed in its raw form. Most control characters·· ·'have this field set to 
fiilse. 
,· The complete list of ·action·s, -called editing functions, can be found in Ap-
pendix A. Some representative actions are '[INSERTSELF]', '[LEFTlCHAR]', 
'[FKEY]' and '[ESC]', and '[MACRO]'. 
The action of '[INSERTSELF]' is to insert the typed character into the in~ 
·.put line. All the pri~ting and gra_phic characters. a.re initially defined .as :h·aving: 
:-t:hi:s. _·editing: function. 
:'fLEFTl CHAR]' is _part of the :s~t of functions whic:h- _p~;rfotm t-h·e. ·ba~ic 
line editing tasks of cursor mov·ernenJ, c·haracter deletion, anq comm.and· lin·e 
recall. 
'[FK~Y)' and '[ESCT' are the action~, w:hich allow a character to be, used. 
as prefix in a character sequence. In the default ·case, '[FKEY]' is bound the 
ASCII <NUL> since IBM function keys generate a two character sequen~e star.t-
ing with <NUL>, and '[ESC]' is bound to ASCII <ESC>. Since tliese :are· 
editing functions, they may be bound, to. :any character. 
'[MACRO]' is a special fu11ctI0Ii whic·h signifies th·at· the character is· ac-
tually bound to a sequence of one or more ec.liting_ functions and/ or literal 
characters, freely mixed. This ·allows keys to be defined as character strings. 
Since most kp,, 
-J definitions will usually be simple editing functions, it seem
ed 
_ntuch more efficient to make macro sttl:µgs a special case. This speeds up the 
function dispatcher for the simple, .more· commo11 editing functions. Macro 
strings are actually implen1ented as an array· of integers, where each integer can 
represent an editing function, a literal character, or a subroutine call to another 
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macro definition12 Macro ·definitions are allocated in dynamic memory so as to 
. . . t· m1n1m1ze memory consump ton:. 
5.4.2 Character Tables 
A CharTable is defined as 
TYPE 
CharTab I eType = ARRAY (0 .. 266] OF: Char.Def·; 
··Thus, there is a chardef for each. :p,os.sible. 8-bit .character representation. 
The are actually three char~cter.- ta.b.1.es· t-hough. Chartable[O] is standard. 
ASCII :and. its: 8~.bit .. extensions (which: ·are qiost1y unused). Chartable[l] is used 
:for :qefin.ing, the ·e-xtended Charac:ter :set= on the IBM-PC. The extended tharac-
ters. ::ar~ t_hose c·hafacter combinations. :(us~ally produced with the alt and ctrl 
k:eys) w}rich generate an ASCII <NUL> (chr(O) in Pascal) followed by .a· 
key board scan cone. ·Chartable.[ 2}, the Meta tabl~, is a character table used ·t-t> 
Thus, there- -~re are 768 possible .·keys. and key se·quences which -may·· 'be 
defined! Note· t·ha.t·. so:IJ:le definitions .. should overlap as in the case of esc~pe :se-
quences whic_h . .should b~ ca.se·. :insensitive. Also most MS-DOS BIOS's do not al-
lo·w certain :k~y ·combinations to :produce valid .and distinguishable codes. But 
when they ca·n be recognized, ESHELL will be there to allow them to be 
., 
defined! 
This approach is quite similar to EMACS concept of a character set with 
512 entries. EMACS, however, uses 2 additional bits to identify a character --
the control and meta bits. Since the PC already uses the 8th bit of a charac-
12calling macros from macro•: ._iJ: Ji9.t: y~l :fully implemented from lhe, 'Q.s~r level. 
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ter, it was necessary to actually define separate tables of characters for each bit. 
In keeping with other EMACS lessons, the Extended and Meta tables are ac-
tivated by an action and not by a hard-coded character. This allows the user 
to add functions keys. A good example of this would be on a keyboard with a 
non-standard keyboard lgyout. The user could define a key other than <ESC> 
to· activate the functions defined in the Meta Table.13 
5.4.3 Character Names 
In addition to the actual character tables, there is also a table containing 
the list of valid character names. This table binds a string representing the 
mnemonic name of a character (say 'fl' for function key 1) to its character type 
(which char table it belongs to) and its ASCII value or keyboard scan code. : 
Any character which appears in this table may be defined to have any action or 
macro definition. Please see Appendix A for a complete listing of this table. 
5.5 Command Line Editing 
Command line editing is accomplished with the character tables and the 
ESHELL procedure gets. The procedure 'gets' reads a line of input from the 
user and executes the current action associated with the character. The actual 
programming code looks something like 
WHILE not done DO BEGIN 
c:=getchar(c); 
doaction(chartable[0] [ord(c)].action]); 
END {WHILE}; 
The expression 'chartable[O] [ord(c)].action' performs the table lookup in the 
pure ASCII table for the action associated with the character just typed. Since 
13The Harris 8685. terminals are a classic case of a non-standard keyboard layout. 
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only ASCII characters can be typed from the keyboard, this is the only table 
which needs to be checked from the top level. 
The procedure 'doaction' is simply a case statement which calls the ap-
propriate procedure to perform the indicated action. Most actions perform some 
editing function on the string which has been typed so far, while some perform 
complicated functions like executing the contents ,of a macro definition. 
The procedures '_fk:ey' and '_esc' are the procedures which dispatch con-
trol to an alternate character table. Suppose the 'fl' key is pressed. That 
results in the sequence of characters '<NUL?>;' being transmitted. The charac-
ter <NUL> has the action '(FKEY]' associated with it, so the '_fkey' proce-
dure is called. This procedure reads the next character from the input stream 
'chartable [ 1] [ ord ( c)] .action' and lookup performs the • expression and calls 
'doaction' to actually perform the indicated function. A similar sequence of 
events is performed for the '[ESC]' function. 
Macros are a little harder. Once the '[MACRO]' action is encountered, 
the procedure '_macro' must step through the string of integers which make up 
the macro definition and translate them into literal characters or editing func-
tion calls via tyr,e transformations. 
• Q 
5.6 Command Tables 
ES HELL commands are stored in a linear array. Each command is 
defined by a structure called a cmdentry which is described below along with 
its supporting types. 
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TYPE 
· cmdtypes = (_nocommand, _a Ii as, _di rectory, 
{ ••• more comman·ds ••• } , (' 
_free, _ I astcommand); 
cmdentry = RECORD 
cmdname: string[l0]; 
cmdvect: cmdtypes 
END; 
commandlist=ARRAY[l .. MAXCMDS]OF cmdentry; 
The length of a command name was limited to ten characters for storage 
' 
efficiency. Since many commands are actually files,y to be executed, this is quite 
generous because the length of a filename is limited to only eight characters. 
There is an entry in 'cmdtypes' for each internP 4 ESHELL command. The 
commandlist structure performs the binding of of a command function to a 
string of characters which is typed by the user. By changing entries within this 
table, commands can be added or deleted as is the case with the alias com-
mand. 
The command list is manipulated via the procedures 'clookup' which tries 
to find the associated command vector for the named command, 'addcommand' 
which can be used to add an entry, 'delcommand' which can be used to remove 
an entry, and 'initcommands' which initializes the command structures14 
The command list is used by the procedure 'exec' which performs the fol-
lowing tasks. 
1. Break up the user command line into the count of arguments (argc) 
and the argument string array (argv). 
2. Ignore empty command lines, as well as command lines which are 
full line comments. 
3. Call 'clookup' to see if the first argument is a valid ESHELL com-
mand. If so, execute the aflll)ropriate ESHELL procedure via a case 
14At t . ·t· 1· t· . presen , no 101 1a 1za 100 1s necessary. 
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statement. 
4. If the command is not an ESHELL command, then search the cur-
rent path to see if it is an ESH, COM, EXE, or BAT file. ff an 
ESH file is found, it is executed via a c~ll to 'interp'. If a COM, 
EXE, or BAT file is found, it is executed by calling 
CO:M}dAND.COM as a process with the appropriate user's command 
line passed through unmolested by calling the procedure 
'trytoexecute'. 
5.7 Variable Tables 
ESHELL variables are stored in a dynamic binary tree to maximize perfor-
mance and minimize space utilization. 
A variable consists of the binary tree pointers, a variable name, and a 
variable definition. Variables are manipulated via calls to the procedures 
'initvars', 'setvar', 'unsetvar', 'getvar', 'displayvars', 'copyvars', and 'clearvars'. 
The procedure 'initvars' creates a . variable table. Essentially it merely sets the 
variable table pointer to nil. By incorporating this procedure 
and passing the variable table pointer to all subsequent 
procedures, it is possible to maintain local variables and special 
variables in separate tables. Future releases of ESHELL may 
include a method of allowing a user program or command file 
to maintain their own variable tables by calling these routines. 
The procedure 'setvar' contains the actual tree insertion algorithms. If the 
.. 
named variable is already in the table, it's definition is set to 
the new value. If it is not in the table, a new entry is 
created for it. 
The procedure 'unsetvar' removes the variable entry from the table. Setting a 
variable to null (") is not the same as deleting it. Many 
ESHELL features only check to see if a variable exists and ig-
nore the definition. 
The procedure 'getvar' returns the current definition of the variable. If the 
variable is not defined, it returns the null string and its func-
tion return value is false. 
The procedure 'displayvars' is used to display the current variable table. 
The procedure 'copyvars' is used to make an exact copy of the curr.ent' variable 
table. It is used to make a new table when calling ESHELL 
recursively so that new ESHELL invocations will not alter the 
values of a previous invocation's variables. At present, there 
is no way to export variables to the top level. 
The procedure 'clearvars' clears a variable table and frees the ·space which it oc-
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Note that the procedures 'setvar', 'getvar', and jµisetvar' are actually 
boolean functions which return a value indicating ~he success or failure of the 
operation. 
/,, 
5.8 MS-r50S Interface . _,-
An early task in the programming of ESHELL was the creation of a 
library of Turbo procedures to perform such operating system tasks as 
msgetc 
msputc 
msgetdta, 
for getting the next input character; 
for displaying a character; 
mssetdta 
for finding and setting the Disk Transfer Address; 
msfindfirst, msfindnext 
for performing wildcard and pathname file searches; 
msgetdate, mssetdate, msgettime, mssettime 
for reading or changing the system date and time; 
mschdir, msrmdir, msmkdir 
for directory maintenance; and 
mssettrapping, msgettrapping, msgetfreespace, etc.,b 
for finding and displaying various operating system status 
values like control-c trapping. 
These procedures are used heavily throughout ESHELL to effect a simple 
and standard interface to MS-DOS. ESHELL never needs to call the BIOS via 
the INTR call. Because of this fact, ESHELL is almost 100% portable to any 
MS-DOS machine. The one exception to this rule is that the editing functions 
call the Turbo functions 'wherex' and 'wherey' to find the current location of 
the cursor. These procedures are in fact a call to the IBM BIOS procedure 
r which handles the video display. A future release of ESHELL will remove this 
.,\ 
~ ,,..,, 
IBM BIOS dependency. 
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5.8.1 Program Segment Prefix 
All MS-DOS tasks cor1tain a data structure called the Program Segment 
Prefix (PSP). Initially this structure provided rudimentary compatibility with 
CP /M style programs. It is now a intricate structure containing information 
a.bout a program's memory :.allocation and .pointers, to .error handlers for fatal 
conditions such as disk errors or user aborts.: 
ESHELL's MS-DOS interface library· provides a Pascal record definition 
which can be) used to access the component fields of the PSP. 
usually a fatal error error· to change any of the PSP fields. 
5.8.2 MS-DOS Environment '\'ariables 
Note that is is 
An MS-DOS environment consists of a series: of ASCII strings. Each 
string is terminated by an ASCII <NU.L> .and .-in general is of the form 
NAME = <value>. The end of the list is marked by an empty string. 
Early in the initialization of ESHELL, all the MS-DOS environment vari~ 
ables are copied into ESHELL system variables. This allows for importing such 
v-allies as, :i-he· tu·rrent PATH setting and the ESHELL environment variable so 
:th·at· furt:her .initializations can take- plctce. 
·Note: that there is no sta:Q_dard WllY of setting MS-DOS environment vari-
ables:. The only documentation aµout': the environment is that it is less than 32 
Kbytes in length which, in fact, is not very informative since less than could be 
as little as 100 bytes. How much less? How does. a program find out? How 
does a program set a variable? These questions are not fully answered by MS~ 
DOS at any reasonable interface level. To change a variable, one could simply 
modify the actual memory containing . the current environment copy, but the 
:, 
program must make sure that it contains no gaps after the editing is performed. 
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Also, the environment should really be the same size on exit as it was on entry 
to make sure that memory belonging to some other segment is not damaged. 
At first glance, ·Qne might be tempted to suggest that a program could in-
voke a secondary c<>py of COMMAND.COM to execute a command line of the 
form 'SET <var>· <value>'. This method is doomed to failure since MS-DOS 
. 
passes a 'one-wa_y only' copy of its environment, so any· changes made in a 
secondary -cc)rnmand ptocessot ·will be ·-available to that t:ornmand processor only, 
·an·d will disa.:ppe·at· as. soon as it finishes executing th·e :SET c.otnmand. Well, it 
·seemed· lik:e :a good solution .. ·•·. 
5.9 Program Execution 
At the very heart of ESHELL is the ability to execti.te a program. Thfs 
is accomplished via .a :public domain extension to Turbo Pascal called MSEXEC. 
MSEXEC takes :as its input a comm.arid Jine to be passed to the the MS-DOS 
Exec syst_em ~all, and returns the va]u_e of the MS-DOS return code or a value 
i~d._icating success or failure_. 
It operates as follows. 
1. The MS-DOS Shrink Block syste·m call 'is performed to shrink the 
~.ize of memory which is allocated to the Turbo COM file. The 
:block is shrunk as inuch as possible so as to insure that a maximum 
amount of memory will be available to the program about to be 
loaded. 
2. The command line is forrnat'ted in the. way which·· is expected by the 
MS-DOS exec call. 
3. The Exec call is set up and executed. 
4. Upon return, it gets the return code from the child and returns this 
to the calling Turbo program. 
Although this sounds simple, it quite error prone d11e to a horrendous lack· 
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of MS-DOS stan.dards. Many programs can not be called in this way because 
they alter memory which does not belong to them. Some p~ograms actually 
force C01\1MAND.COM to be reloaded, and this overlays the running copy of-
ESHELL. Programs which fail will usually cause ESHELL to hang because the 
system is left in an unpredictable state. At present, it is clearly not possible to 
institute a campaign of forcing soft~.r.are developers to rewrite existing code, so 
this danger must be dealt with on a case by case basis. 
5.10 lnterp Implementation 
The procedure interp is the heart of the ESHELL command language. 
When an ESH file is processed, its name is passed to to this procedure, along 
with the number of arguments and the argument array. 
After the necessary initializati(>ns are performed, the main processing loop 
is quite simple. "Get the next line and parse it for an Interp keyword. If it 
is not a keyword, pass the line to the exec procedure for normal ESHELL 
processing. If it is a keyword, handle it internally. After processing is finished, 
go to the next line, unless we reach the end of file, at which point we perform 
necessary terminations, which may include some error processing.'' 
It is not really that simple. The lnterp language is nested, so it is neces-
sary to maintain a stack of active keywords. While a structure is being 
'executed', its driving condition may in fact not have been satisfied, so the call 
to exec never takes place. Consider the following code fragment. 
if eq a b 
er.ho 'help, eshell failure' 
else 
echo 'things are going ok!' 
endif 
Obviously, the first echo should not be executed because the eq condition 
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failed. lnterp must still continuing reading lines until it encounters the closing 
endif or an else for parsing purposes. 
5.10.1 Keyword Processing 
The processing of a keyword is more like this: Interp first reads the next 
line from a command file. When an opening keyword is recognized, a small in-
formational record is pushed on a stack containing the type of keyword and 
some data values. These data values include 
• a real number which is the position in the file where the keyword 
was found, 
• wl:ether or not execution was in effect at the time the keyword was 
being recognized, and 
• one integer which is dependent upon the keyword type. 
The stack is actually represented as a dynamic linked list. The code to 
evaluate the keyword may then change the current value of the execution flag if 
the condition is false, as in the case of a while loop, or it may just let interp 
process the next line. 
When a closing keyword is recognized, the top of the stack is examined to 
check that it is the proper closing delimiter. An error would occur, for in-
stance, if the user attempted to close a while with an until or if th.e stack 
were en1pty. Some keywords pop the stack, like endif and go on, while others, 
like endwhile must leave the stack as is. 
The previous discussion assumes that execution of command lines was cur-
rently in effect. If it is not, tl1e stack must still be maintained so as to keep 
~~·-the balance of keywords. At some point, a pop of the stack must occur that 
will turn · the executi9n flag back on. 
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' The specific actions performed by some of the keywords are discussed 
below. 
5.10.2 if-else-endif 
The data word on the stack contains t~e result of the conditional expias-
sion. When the else keyword is recognized, this must be examined to see if ex-
ecution should be toggled. 
5.10.8 while-endwhile 
Processing for this structure is as previously discussed. 
5.10.4 repeat-until 
,,., r 
Processing of this structur~ ,(~ similar to the while keyword, except that 
the condition is not evaluated until-Jthe closing keyword is found. 
5.10.5 Gotos and Labels 
This is one of the more complicated structures to process because the label 
may come before or after the goto statement. 
As interp reads each line, if it is a label and the boolean variable 'gotor 
is false, a linked list of previously occurring labels is updated to include thia 
one. Note that a label keeps track of the next line in the file. This is an ef-
ficiency concern since there is no need to reevaluate a line containing a label. 
See below for a discussion of processing if 'gotor is true. 
If the line contains a goto, then the list of previously encountered labels 
is searched to see lf it a backward reference. If it is, tl1e file pointer is ad-
justed so processing begins at the line after the label. If the label has not yet 
been found, execution gets turned off and the flag 'gotor is turned on. Interp 
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then reads lines until it finds a label. Now, since 'gotor is true, the label is 
entered as before, but . it is also checked to see if it is the label currently being 
sought. If so, execution is resumed; if not, the search continues. This process-
ing allows goto~s to leave currently executing blocks as would be expected. 
5.10.6 select-case-break-endselect 
\ 
The processing for this structure is even more complicated. Recognition of 
· the select keyword pushes a stack record. As each case is recognized, it is 
checked to see if it matches the object of the select statement. If it does, ex-
ecution is turned on and the code is executed. Complications arise if there are 
muJtiple cases for a single set of code, as execution must not be turned off un-
less a break is encountered. 
If a break is found while a select is in progress, execution is turned off 
until the endselect is found. 
If execution is off, and a break was not encountered, and the case 
default keyword combination is found, execution resumes. 
To minimize the memory needs of the interp stack, selects are limited to 
a depth as given by the SELECT_DEPTH variable which is initially set to 
3. 15 This minimizes the memory needed because the select string need not be 
pushed on the stack; it can be maintained in a small array. 
15Prograinming studies [5) suggest that Pascal case statements tend not to be nested within one 
another. 
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5.10. 7 Coding o( Interp 
The coding of the interp subroutine is quite unusual for Pascal code. It 
is mostly one large inline procedu_re with numerous goto's to effect fl.ow of
 con-
:trol. This :can be explained and justified for several reasons . 
. Firstly, Turbo does not allow a goto to leave a .. bl9ck. Hence, if interp 
.fi11ds· an error in a nested procedure · call, there is q<> :$irnple means to escape 
ha.ck to the top Ie·vel handler. Secondly, It is a· good. :tr.~deoff :in·· the name o
f 
·efficiency to not invent artificial boolean variables to tric.Jc pro<:e.dur.es into _early 
_te"turns.16 
Even· a. cittsory exarnjpation of th:e: :acty.~l code will :sh.ow: tJ~<t:t It. is highly 
st-ruct,1;red, with g9od labels- t.q indicate· · w-hat kind of· ptoce.$stn·g_ :-~t~ps ate. b.e1ng. 
5.11 Goto's Visited and Revisited 
The Pascal goto statement is used throughout the the coding of ESHELL. 
Although this flagrant use of such a nonstructured statement offends the
 sen-
sibilities of most Pascal programmers, it- can be defend'ed, especially on ,a, sy:s
'.'9· 
terns programming level. 
Many ESHELL procedures use the goto when it is o.bvious ·-t:hat: ~-- complete 
change of processing is desired. It is a waste of time a;nd space to .introd
uce a 
boolean variable to prevent certain sections of code from being executed 
until 
the loop conditio·n can be evaluated. Take the following example code 
frag-
ment. 
16What sin has not been committed in the name of efficiency. 
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{initialization} 
donei=falseJ 
WHILE not done DO BEGIN 
{processing code} 
done:={boolean function of loop variables} 
IF not done THEN BEGIN 
{more code} 
END {if}; 
END {while}; 
Although this is a somewhat contrived example, it demonstrates the great 
lengths which educators go to prevent students from using a goto statement 
when it is obviously needed. 
.• 
.. 
The code fragment above should be rewritten as 
{initialization} 
WHILE {boolean function} DO BEGIN 
{processing code} 
9: 
IF {boolean function} THEN GOTO 9; 
{more code} 
END: 
At the point when the code wants to exit, the code should immediately 
exit and not waste time (at the expense of introducing a new variable) waiting 
for the while loop to get around to checking the status of the 'done' variable. 
This type of goto construct is used at several places throughout ESHELL. 
It could be replaced with the LOOP-EXIT IF-ENDLOOP construct which is 
available on at least one Pascal compiler17• 
It should be noted that Turbo does allow the goto labels to have the 
same syntax as an identifier, so good mnemonllabels can be chosen which do 
lessen the impact of use of the goto statement on a Pascal purist. 
17 · Rutger's Pascal on the DEC-20. 
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5.12 lmplernention Choices not Made 
In the design of ESHELL, several alternate implementations on both the 
design and code levels existed for many features. This section lists some of the 
implementations which were chosen or not chosen and some of the reasons why. 
5.12.1 Wildcard File Name Expansion 
Although the ESHELL wildcard matcher was extended to handle a proper 
subset of regular expressions, it still performs in essentially the same manner as 
the MS-DOS matcher. Namely, it is a procedure's (or command's) responsibility 
to initiate the search and then successively call the 'nextfile' procedure to get 
every matching file name. 
This method was chosen mostly to maintain compatibility with the exist-
ing MS-DOS (and CP /M and TOPS-20) feature. 
The alternate approach is to use the Unix convention of having the com-
mand line expander make the actual transformation to the command line. · In 
this approach, the called program or command is oblivious to the fact that a 
wildcard expansion is taking place. 
This method was not implemented for several reasons, including the com-
patibility issue rr1entioned above. Firstly, it would have been necessary to 
reserve large amounts of storage for command lines since wildcard expansion can 
produce a large quantJty of file names. Secondly, it doesn't 'feel' like the right 
thing to do. Wildcard expansion is an intrinsic part of the user interface. 
Programs and commands should deal with it directly. and explicitly. Consider 
the example below of renaming files. The MS-DOS command 
REN 11c.PAS •.SRC 
can· be used to rename all files with an extension of PAS to have an extension 
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of SRC. If the Unix wildcard matcher were implemented, it would require a 
highly complex command or program to inhibit the automatic expansion on the 
command line (which is impossible!) and then simulate the entire pa'ttern match-
• 1ng process. 
5.12..2 MS-DOS Fixing 
There were several places where serious MS-DOS deficiencies could have 
been circumvented by clever processi11g inside the ESHELL code. One such ex-
ample is the serious flaw in the MS-DOS 'exec' call. MS-DOS can not load 
and execute a program which is specified by a full path name18 A possible work 
around would be to temporarily mod1fy the PATH variable to include the 
specified pathname, allow MS-DOS to execute its normal search for the com-
mand, and upon return, set the PATH back to its original state. 
Well, this solution adds new difficulties. First there is the problem that 
MS-DOS provides no standard way to alter its environment variables. This 
could be circumvented by making a whole new copy of the environment and 
then calling COl\1MAND.COM. Secondly, once inside that named program, it 
has the wrong PATH variable. Some programs actually process this variable to 
perform configuration tasks, and ESHELL has lied about its content§. A~though 
this is usually not dangerous, it is not difficult to~ think of non-pathological ex-
amples where the consequence could be destructive or difficult to track down at 
the very least. 
The proposed solution is as bad the problem. If a pr~cedure in a program 
18The 'reason' for this flaw seems to be that the path separator is recognized as an obscurely docu-
mented MS-DOS command line comment character. 
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is known to be defective, that procedure should be corrected -- not every woce-
dure that calls it. This is common (programming) sen.se. Overall, this example 
adds further strength to the argument of not adding things which are not al-. 
. 
ready implemented in the base system. 
... 
._,,. 
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Chapter 6 
C _;zl • 
. . otic US I ODS 
The· overall conclusions are presented in this chapter. These conclusions 
are grouped under . major topic headings for clarity onlv. 
6.1 User Interfaces 
1. Command interpreters can cater to the users' needs for powerful in-
put capabilities and command naming by allowing the users to make 
many configuration decisions on-line with only a modest amount of 
effort, even on small systems. 
2. .Although providing a reasonable default case is important, ultimately 
the effectiveness and productivity of a system is up to the user. 
6.2 Command Interpreters 
1. Command interpreters can be made considerably more powerful at 
only a minor expense with the simple addition of structured pro.gram-
ming constructs and variable expansion. 
2. Efficiency concerns can be alleviated when weighed against such over-
powering factors as 1/0 delays and the need for a flexible command 
structure. 
6.3 Operating System Kernels 
1. To be effectively used, kernels should provide access to as many 
status values as possible, and they should provide a well documented 
and well defined .access method to internal higher level structures 
such as variable tables. 
2. Careful thought should be given to the overall layout and design of 
kernels so that the target programming environment is safe for all 
programs. MS-DOS clearly does not achieve this since programs are 
free to abuse the environment. Worse yet, many programs must 
abuse the environment in order to function effectively under MS-DOS. 
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6.4 Programming Languages 
1. It is possible to use a sufficiently extended Pascal to prod.uee a. 
reasonably efficient and effective systems level program. 
2. It is often a drawback in systems programming tasks when an im-
plementatioi:i language performs 'background' and 'protective' task.a• 
such as range checking. This is obvious from the efficiency point of 
view since code which was not intended to be included by the 
· programmer is present, executing, and may be causing side effects. 
' 
3. Arrays whose bounds are constrained at run time and not at compile 
time are an important facet of many types of programming, including 
systems programming. It is a serious deficiency of Standard Pascal 
to have omitted so important a structure. 
·4. ·High level languages desperately need an orderly way of ·declaring· 
procedure libraries.. :such libraries mus.t h-ave the ability to mai~tain. 
private variables and structures which are not available to calling. 
programs. 
6.5 lmplement8tion Analysis 
1. When employing a layered software approach, an upper layer should 
not attempt to correct flaws in lower layers. Upper layers should 
not attempt to significantly change the functionality of a lower layer. 
2. Implementation decisions should be made with a balance of concerns 
in mind. These concerns should include the targeted user, the 
desired level of abstraction from the actual hardware, and the avail-
able resources with which to accornplish these tasks . 
. 6.6 Progr8mming Style 
1. Goto statements are an effective and important part of the struc-
tured approach. 
2. In the design of medium to large projects, a combination of top-down 
and bottom-ui, strategies should be employed to maintain the code 
size and complexity at reasonable levels. If ESHELL were not imple-
mented with this in mind, each procedure would be nested far more 
eeply than space efficiency would allow . 
... I' ~ 
3. Nesting of procedures appears to be a detriment to good program-
) 
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ming style. H a task must be coded, there is usually an underlying 
general case which can better serve the overall project if it were 
available . to all modules. In keeping with this, it is proposed · that 
nesting generally be restricted to no more than two levels deep. 
6.7 Goals 
Finally, ESHELL must be evaluated on the attainment of its intended 
goals. 
Clearly the overall goal was achieved. The ESHELL user has a powerful 
, 
input capability to aid in command entry which includes a command line recall 
feature. ESHELL has resisted changing the underlying functionality of MS-DOS 
at the cost of allowing several serious MS-DOS defects to remain. 
The minor goals were also met. 
• Pascal was used as the implementation language with the need to use 
an assembly language interface at only one point19• 
• ESHELL features are much more transportable to non-IBM com-
patible systems. 
• ESHELL does not require tremendous amounts of resources. It does 
fit within a 64 Kbyte segment without loss of functionality. Further, 
it can benefit from additional resources like a larger memory space. 
Although the Appendices list several modifications and enhancements which 
can be made to the existing ~tructure, the current version is adequate to fill the 
needs of most microcomputer users. 
19Even this could have been avoided at the cost of a larger program size 
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Appendix A 
Eshell Tables 
This Appendix lists various tables used by ESHELL. 
A.I Editing Functions 
The table below lists the current editing which are recognized by ESHELL. 
'l.,hey may be set or viewed via the key command. 
[NOACTION] 
[ENDLINE] 
[ENDINPUT] 
[LEFTlCHAR] 
[DELFLINE] 
[QUOTE] 
[LEFTlWORD] 
[INSERTSELF] 
[INTERRUPT] 
[STARTOFLINE] 
[RIGHTlCHAR] 
[GETPREVC] 
[FKEY] 
[RIGHTl WORD] 
[BACKSPACE] 
[KILL] 
[ENDOFLINE] 
· [DELFCHAR] 
[GETNEXTC] 
[ESC] 
[MACRO] 
The editing funqtions are described in the User's Guide. Please note that 
:.n·ot ,all the functions- _are fully defined. For example, the (INTERRUPT] func-
tion is. ·not currently implemented at all. 
A.2 Key Na.mes & Codes 
The tables below show the complete list of key names cu:tr~11tly recognized 
by ESHELL. 
c-a 
.c-b 
·c-c 
c-d 
c-e 
c-f· 
c-g 
c-h 
• c-1 
• C-J 
·c-,k 
.c..-.·l 
c-m 
. ' -- .. 
c-n· 
c-o 
c-p 
c~q 
c~r 
c-s· 
.c-t 
c-u 
c-v 
c-w 
c-x 
c-y 
c-z 
c-c-
c-
c-[ 
c-] 
A 
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c-tab 
c-home 
c-end 
c-insert 
c-delete 
c-nO 
c-pgup 
c-pgdn 
c-left 
c-right 
c-up 
c-down 
c-print 
c-1 
c-\ 
-c-
c-' 
c-n. 
bs 
del 
,:, 
"'' 
tab 
esc 
enter 
a-a a-1 
a-b a-2 
a-c a-3 
a-d a-4 
a-e a-6 
a-f a-8 
a-g a-7 
a-h a-8 
• a-9 a-1 
• a-0 a-J 
" a-k a--
a-1 .. a-+ 
a-m a-bs 
a-n a-tab 
a-o a-esc 
a-p a-enter 
a-q a-up 
a-r a-down 
a-s a-left 
a-t a-insert 
a-u a-delete 
a-v a-home 
a-w a-print 
a-x a-n. 
a-y 
a-z 
fl c-fl 
f2 c-f2 
£3 c-f3 
f4 c-f4 
f6 c-f6 
f6 c-f8 
f7 c-f7 
f8 c-f8 
fg c-f-9 
flO c-flO 
fll c-fll 
:£12 c-fl2 
a-fl a-fl 
s-f2 a-:£2 
s-f3 a-f3 
s-f4 a-f4 
s-f'6 a-f6 
s-f8 a-f8 
s-f7 a-f7 
s-f8 a-f8 
s-fg a-f9 
s-flO a-flO 
s-fll a-fll 
s-fl2 a-f12 
s-tab 
s-up 
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a-down 
a-left 
s-right 
a-insert :""": 
s-n. 
a-home 
pgup 
pgdn 
up 
down 
left 
right 
print 
home 
end 
insert 
delete 
no 
break .( .. 
space 
m-A m-a 
m-B m-b 
m-C m-c 
m-D m-d 
m-E m-e 
m-F m-f 
m-G m-g 
m-H m-h 
m-I • m-1 
m-J • m-J 
m-K m-k 
m-L m-1 
m-M m-m 
m-N m-n 
m-0 m-o 
m-P m-p 
m-Q m-q 
m-R m-r 
m-S m-s 
m-T m-t 
m-U m-u 
m-V m-v 
m-W m-w 
m-X m-x 
m-Y m-y 
m-Z m-z 
Notes: 
1. Keys labeled as 'c-=' represent control characters. Control characters 
are generated by first depressing and holding. the control key, then 
depressing the desired key, and then releasing both. Note that some 
control keys are not ASCII control keys, but actually extended codes. 
2. Keys labeled as 'a-' represent alt characters. They ,are generated in 
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the same way that a control key is generated, but using the alt key 
instead. 
3. Keys labeled as 's~' represent shift characters. They are generated in 
the same way t·hat a control_ key is generated, but using either shift 
key instead. 
4. Keys may also be referenced via their scan code or ASCII value. 
The construct [ number] may be used such that number is the ASCII 
code, or its is 256 plus the scan code of the key in the case of the 
alt-keys and some function keys, or it is 512 plus the ASCII code in 
the case of the meta keys .. 
5. The keys ~nO.·' .and 'n:. ':, :·and their derivations,· stand for those keys 
.wb~ch are :found :on the n.umeric- keypad of the keyboard. 
A.3 Default ESHELL Key Definitions 
The ESHELL command file below was u~e.d to create the the default key 
fil~. Note that both case~ of ·t.he ;meta-·' lc.~y~ .. were set. 
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J KEYDEFS.ESH 
J sets the initial key definition• 
J emacs style 
key '·c-Q' [FKEY] 
key 'esc' [ESCJ 
key 'c-c' [INTERRUPT] 
key 'c-u' [KILL] 
key 'del' [BACKSPACE] 
key 'be' [BACKSPACE] 
key 'enter' [ENDLINE] 
key 'c-j' [ENDLINE] 
key 'c-a' [STARTOFLINE] 
key 'c-b' [LEFTlCHAR] 
key 'c-e' [ENDOFLINE] 
key 'c-f' [RIGHTlCHARJ 
key 'c-d' [DELFCHAR] 
key 'c-k' [DELFLINE] 
key 'c-z' [ENDINPUT] 
key 'up' [GETPREVC] 
key 'down' [GETNEXTC] 
key 'left' [LEFTlCHAR] 
key 'right' [RIGHTlCHAR] 
key 'home' [STARTOFLINE] 
key 'end' [ENDOFLINE] 
key 'delete' [DELFCHAR] 
key 'c-left' [LEFTlWORD] 
key 'c-right' [RIGHTlWORD] 
key 'f3' [GETPREVC] 
key 'm-b' [LEFTlWORD] 
key 'm-B' [LEFTlWORD] 
key 'm-f' [RIGHTlWORD] 
key 'm-F' [RIGHTlWORD] 
key save eshell.key 
; for MS-DOS 
; meta-b 
; meta-B 
J meta-f 
; meta-F 
; save these definitions 
; for quick loading 
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Appendix B 
Compatibility Issues 
This appendix describes known compatibility problems with existing MS-
DOS software. 
In general, EXE files seem the safest programs. to execute since their seg-
. 
mentation information is very rigid. COM files hav~ no restrictions on memory 
usage. 
··Th:e following progr,ams are- .~:now:Q· to work safely with the ESHELL en-
-vironment 
SQ, USQ -- File Squeezer and Unsqueezer 
BG -- Batch Generator 
TREE, SUBTREE -- Directory Structure Display programs 
WHEREIS -- File Finding Utility 
Turbo Pascal 
FW -- Final Word Editor and Text Formatter 
KERMIT, COMSH -- Communication Programs 
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Appendix C 
Future Enhancements 
T:his· 'appendix describes possible future e·nhancements to ESHELL. The or-
der in which these enhancements appear is not indicative of the order in which 
/ 
they will be applied. All are of equal value. A good choice of priority would 
probably be: to implement those which would most greatly affect the underlying 
structure .of the current system,: i.e. attack·: the biggest problems first in a 
bottom~ up· ·ma.µI1er~ 
C.1 Structural Changes 
ESHELL should be closely .exatnined f.rom .a structural point of view ·to .. 
,rernove. as many intermo.dule dependeti'cies:· as _.p&ss'ible as well as to increase the 
·effici.ency. An executiot1 :profilet :fot Turbo P'ascal would help greatly in thi~ 
Storage requirements s'hotild :be· minimized wherever possible. This could 
be .done several ways. 
• Eliminate· unnecessary local :variables~: 
• Analyze the actual storage requirements .of each module overlap use 
of existing variables if possible. 
• Make use of a swap area to hold the larger structures if an efficient 
virtual memory scheme could be implemented. 
• Along with this, make use of auxiliary processors and resources if 
they are known to exist. 
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C.2 Crash Analysis 
ESHELL is not 'bullet proof.' If it uses up all the available memory, it 
will stop with a stack overflow message. This could be cleaned up via some 
well placed memory lookahead functions in such areas as the variable manipula-
tion routines and the lnterp caJling mechanism. 
Run-Time checking is enabled throughout much of the ESHELL code, ex-
cept in very crucial sections :(like. the· pattern matcher) which are relatively safe. 
This means that :a range error will be caught by the Turbo runtimes and execu-
tjon will die immediately. It would be nice to be a·ble to intercept such 
:.f~ilure~., pi-int -a post .mortem dump, and reinitialize. 
C.3 Improved Wildcard lVlatcher 
The wildcard matcher could use several ·functional enhancements like 
:.matching ~lternate patterns, closures,: .and ,negations in -the fashion of Unix. An 
,example syntax could be 
·I. () 
al tern1c.ti ve 
for grouping 
for negation 
[] for 'one or more' closure 
'T.hus, the pattern 
would match 
C.4 Rewrite in 'C' 
(abc) I (def) I [x-z]yzzy 
abc def xyzzy yyzzy zyzzy 
Although Turbo does provide significant extensions which make it possible 
for Pascal to used as a systems programming language, after writing the code, 
it seems that C would have done a better job in several areas. 
• Zero terminated strings tend to be much easier to handle. They are 
also much more space efficient. Turbo strings always ':)Ccupy a max-
imum predeclared length. Although it is possible to perform internal 
tokenization of Turbo strings into one large string pool, the problems 
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of garbage collection and compaction seem to be too burdensome. 
• The post- and pre- increment and decrement operators would provide 
another area of considerable savings. Both from the source code 
level as well as the object code level. 
• rfhe C-preprocessor would have allowed for numerous in-line macros 
to have been defined. Such source macros tend to result in faster 
object code at the cost of a slightly larger code size. 
• Portability to different operating systems might be easier. 
C.5 Safer Calling Mechanism 
The procedure 'trytoexecute' is a shaky interface at best. Many MS-DOS 
programs are not well behaved and can not be called safely. A goal of future 
versions would be to implement some sort of mechanism whereby much of 
ESHELL could be a transient part which could be reloaded and partially reini-
tialized if it became damaged via improper programs. 
operates this way. 
COM1v.lAND.COM 
It is possible to redefine the current MS-DOS shell via an entry in the 
CONFIG.SYS file. By naming ESHELL in that entry, a safer calling 
mechanism may result, but such change will probably require a significant 
amount of changes to the ESHELL code, particularly in the area of program 
loading and interrupt handling. 
C.6 More Sophisticated 1/0 
ES HELL does not provide a sophisticated break capability. This is an im-
plementation deficir~ncy in Turbo Pascal. A Turbo Pascal goto may not leave a 
block. Thus it is not possible to effect a goto from a deeply nested procedure 
.. 
back to some main point in an efficient manner. If a
1 
set of procedures like the 
setjmp()/longjmp() pair in C could be found (or written) for Turbo Pascal, this 
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obvious deficiency could be removed. 
Another nice feature to have is the ability to temporarily . discard output. 
This could be useful to skip long sections of a type command. Code for this 
could be implemented in the current release of ESHELL by the addition of an 
input buffer and numerous calls to a input checking procedure which could 
change the state of a display flag so that putchar() would simply return with-
out actually displaying anything. Such a extension would also provide the 
groundwork for global function key definitions. 
If the 1/0 system were to be reimplemented from ihe beginning, discarding 
any native 1/0 already present, it could be possible to completely provide the 
bytefile concept of Unix, and not merely simulate it, in addition to providing 
support for such sophisticated concepts as virtual screens and windowing 
capabilities. 
C.7 Keeping up with the DOS'S 
As new releases of MS-DOS are made, ESHELL should be updated to 
reflect any new features. In particular, the next release of MS-DOS is expected 
to implement some form of multi-tasking and perhaps a rudimentary virtual 
memory system. If so, ESHELI" should incorporate these capabilities. 
C.8 Interp Enhancements 
Add a few more status returning variables like $RC and $DIR to the com-
mand line expansion. 
Add a for-loop capability. 
Speed up processing of 'srnall' ESH files by reading them into an in-
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memory array. 20 
Add purely numeric variables. This would greatly expand the usefulness 
of the existing loop structures. 
Allow the lnterp structures to be callable by direct input, rather than the 
current file-only mode. 
C.9 Full Screen Interface 
Add a full screen interface to the 1/0 system which would allow the user 
to use his or her favorite screen editor21 to edit command lines. With such a 
scheme, an operating system session would resemble a session with an inter-
preter. 
This feature seems quite natural since people tend to think two-
dimensionally with a very acute sense of what has come before and the need to 
change it. 
The reverse of this has been accomplished . quite successfully. Under Unix 
systems, Emacs can be used as a session manager where the buffer contents, or 
a selected portion thereof, can be submitted to the shell for processing. 
( 
~O ~ perusal of most Unix shell scripts will reveal that they tend to be quite short, often less than 
12 lines! 
21 Emacs, of course! 
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C.10 Externally Callable ESHELL Procedures 
ESHELL provides many nice features which user and application programs 
could find quite desirable. The unified 1/0 processing and command line editing 
and recall via the 'gets' procedure is the best example. It would be quite 
beneficial if all the useful top-level ESHELL procedures could called externally 
the same way an MS-DOS funLtion is called: via a predefined software inter-
rupt with a function code. 
The problems with this task are mostly at the interface level. Pascal 
programs pass procedures via a parameter stack. Operating systeII). interfaces 
invariably pass information via the hardware registers which contain the actual 
data or a pointer to the data. A possible solution would be to define a small 
assembly language procedure (like an inverse INTR) which would push the con-
tents of the registers onto the stack, then go to the procedure being called, and 
then unload the results of the call back into the registers. 
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Appendix D 
ESHELL Sample Applications 
' < This appendix presents some common ESHELL application tasks and the .. 
associated files ·which could be be. used to· accomplish those tasks. 
D.1 MS-DOS Aliases 
This command file could· be used tQ: :$~t:· ·up ·the traditional MS-DOS en-
:vironment. 
prompt 'SN> , 
a ias chdir cd 
a • 1 as copy cp 
a as cp , , • , n·o,t· f:u l:l-y compatible yet 
a as di r Is 
a as Is , , 
a as erase rm 
a as de I rm 
a as rm 
, , 
a as md mkd i r 
a as ren mv 
a as mv 
, , 
a as rd rmdir 
D.2 Command Abbreviations ) 
This command file could be used to !Jet up abbreviations for common com-
:rnands. 
a I as t,y type 
a I as typ type 
a I as di Is 
al as v Is ; ala dec-20 vdirectory 
a I a·s co cp 
a I as cop cp 
• ' . . . 
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D.S WS Key definitions 
I 
For those who insist that EMACS is trash and that WordStar will some-
d·ay r_eign superior, this command file could be used to set up the single 
:keystroke/W ordStar commands. 
key 'c-s' , [ I eftlchar] , 
key >c-d' >[rightlchar]' 
key 'c-e' '[getprevc]' 
key 'c-x' >[getnextc]' 
key 'c-a' '[leftlword]' 
key 'c-f' , [r i ghtlword] , 
key 'c-g' '[de If char], 
There is not a sufficie_:r;it number of function lceys. defined within ESHELL 
.·to fully defiIIe some of the WordStar .two key :~eqU:e:nces. Also, to be tech-
ni'c·ally complete, the/E-SHELL standard-: initializations ~.hould really be removed. 
D .4 Function Key Definitions 
The following command file could. be used to c;tt:t~~h ,us·eful command 
strings to the function keys. 
key fl macro' ls[endline]' 
key f2 macro, Is, 
key f3 macro' Is -v[endl ine] 
key fa macro, Is -v' 
key f9 '[startofline]apply•, 
k~y f10 macro 'help[endline]' 
Note the use of the editing· :function '[ENDLINE]' to immediately execute ~ 
:t"he comn1and. 
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Appendix E 
A Selected Glossary 
E.1 Concepts 
,-----.__ 
Application Within the scope of this paper, an application is any program 
which is executed by a user and is 11ot part of the operating 
system kernel or the command interpreter. 
Byte Usually the smallest addressable unit of computer Ifemory. 
Most bytes are consists of 8 binary digits (bi ts). 
File Names and Extensions 
COM Files 
EXE Files 
BAT Files 
ESH Files 
Kernel 
Macros 
Parasites 
• 
On CP /M and MS-DO systems, the name of a file consists of 
two parts, a file nam and an extension. They are separated 
by a period. Usually, the filename is the primary identifier for 
the file and the extension gives a clue as to the format of the 
file. 
A COM file is a file containing an absolute memory image to 
be loaded into memory as a program. 
An EXE file is a file containing a relocatable image which is 
to be loaded into memory for execution. 
A BAT is a text file of operating system commands to be ex-
ecuted via the batch subsystem. 
An ESH file is a file containing ESHELL commands and 
ESHELL command language constructs to be executed. 
The kernel usually refers to part of an operating system which 
deals with the hardware of the computing system directly and 
takes commands from the command interpreter. 
A macro is usually an abbreviation which gets expanded before 
it is used. These are often used with assembly language 
programs to specifies shorthand names for common sequences 
of instructions. 
A parasitic program is one which remains dormant until some 
event takes place, usually a particular key sequence. At that 
point, the normal operation of the computer is interrupted un-
til the parasite is finished processing. An example of ~ 
parasite is SideKick, which provides a user- with common 
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Process 
Task 
utility functions such as a calculator and a note pad without 
the need to implicitly invoke them as normal programs. 
A process is generally a procedure which may be executed in 
parallel with other procedures. 
The term task is interchangeable with the term 'process.' 
E.2 Abbreviations and Acronyms 
CMS 
CP/M 
DEC 
ESHELL 
IBM 
JCL 
TOPS-20 
VM 
Conversation Monitor System. The Command Interpreter for 
IBM systems under the VM. 
Control Program for Microcomputers. Digital Research Inc. 's 
operating system for computer systems based on the Intel 
8080. 
Digital Equipment Corporation. 
Extended Shell 
l11ternational Business Machines 
Job Control Language 
Time-Shared Operating System for the DecSystem-20. 
Virtual Machine 
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Appendix F 
Companies, Trademarks, and Copyrights 
The following items are registered trademarks of the following compllinies • 
. A. :.trademark of Digital Research, Inc·. 
De<:Syst-em~20, TO·PS-20, PDP-10, PDP-11 
Trademarks of Digital Equipment C.or-p.ora;tlo.n. 
IBM, IBM-PC, and PC-DOS are registered trad:~ma.rks of lrit~rnc:1;tional Business 
Machines, Corporation. 
MS-DOS A trademark of MicroSoft, Inc) 
Turbo Pascal, SideKick, and SuperKey 
Trademarks of Borland InternatJon.al. 
A trademark of Bell Labs, AT&:·T· Technologies. 
VM/CM:S: A tta.dematk of International Business Machines. 
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